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Vibrant, vivacious and gorgeous, Wendy Shanker is a fat girl who offers simply had enough -
enough of family members, friends, co-workers, women's journals, even strangers in the road all
trying (and failing) to make her thin. Wendy explores dieting debacles, full-figured fashions and
feminist philosophy while guiding you through exercise clubs, doctors' offices, stores and the
bedroom. Along the way, she'll convince you that you can be fit and unwanted fat, even as the
weight loss industry conspires to cause you to think usually. With her mandate to change the
globe - and the humour and energy to accomplish it - Wendy shows how mass media madness,
corporate greed and actually the most well-intentioned family members can chip aside at a
woman's confidence. She invites people of all sizes, designs and dissatisfactions to trade self-
loathing for self-tolerance, celebrity worship for actuality reverence, and a carb-free lifestyle for
a guilt-free Krispy Kreme. "The Unwanted fat Girl's Guide alive" invites you to stage off the scales
and weigh the issues for yourself.
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A bible for women like me I'm certainly not skinny, I've acquired times where I've certainly been
in much better shape, but I have always had your body image problem that's spoken of in "The
Fat Girls' Instruction to Live" by the very funny writer, Wendy Shanker.She tells it like it is, and
she knows she is fat, and she isn't likely to let anyone get her down. HOWEVER, your job at this
time is to grab only those ideas that apply to YOU. NOt attempting to conform, she stands up for
herself, and tells the readers about her encounters with diets, diet publication camp, shopping,
dealing with comments from virtually everyone, and you know what? but because bigger females
can't get that skinny doesn't mean we can never be gorgeous.It was an abrupt suggestion for my
book club and i go through it in a few days. As a woman of size in a skinny world, I understand
the prejudices, the looks, the feedback. It made me feel better about myself and not want to lose
weight to please another person. If you are hoping to get this reserve DO IT! Well crafted,
touching and feels as though she's writing it simply for me. Some people are fat, some of us are
thin, and for almost all of us our size is not a lifestyle choice. The way media has worked us all
over the past few years, I can visualize there are many folks out there with a less than good
image of ourselves and our anatomies alike. I REALLY LIKE THIS BOOK! This book is well crafted
and hilarious. Wendy Shanker do a wonderful work. Wendy Shanker showed me how to stability
eating what I like and loving myself just how God made me. before reading this reserve i was
always timid about my pounds because everyone in my own life (whether is usually was people i
really like or people i didn't know) were telling me i wasn't pretty or wasn't healthful, or i would
be a lot more beautiful only if i shed a few sizes. scanning this book made most probably my
eyes that not really everyone is going to be super pencil sized skinny. i will never be that method
and nothing can transform that reality. I related, laughed, and loved this book. after reading this
reserve i had a confidence boast and i basically told everyone to F*** off, if they can't
acknowledge my size then it's their loss not really mine. i recommend this publication for 'more
to love' people who are having confidence issues with their size and i recommend this
publication to skinny people to allow them to walk in the shoes of another for a time and
observe how it is... However, many of her information, which she presents as truth, is very
skewed.My principal disagreement with Shanker is that she statements that compulsive feeding
on is a issue for almost every fat person. It was ok.! A Must Read This book changed my life. Read
Laura Fraser's "Losing It" to start to see the study that backs up these statements. I would
recommend this to whoever has a bad body image.yours will end up being worn with use.. . But
I'd say that as soon as you've browse it you should instantly buy Fraser's "Dropping It" to get
some scientific information on dieting and body size, and Marilyn Wann's "Fat! Therefore? The
reasons are basic: Ice cream has NO fiber so it won't trigger the body's signals that it's 'full'
(unless it has nuts and raisins which perform have got fiber) Ice cream, like all milk products, has
caseomorphines. Buy multiple copies.. I bought this book because I've seen a whole lot of
websites mention it and rave about how good it was.. Wendy Shanker displays some spark and
attitude in her writing that make "Fat Girl's Guide to Life" relatively entertaining, at least usually.
Shanker does her visitors a disservice by overgeneralizing on this issue.. I loved this book. I will
probably read it over and over.. His latest - for Fats Girls everywhere - is usually 'The End of
Dieting'. I think isn't it about time we Biggies stand up for ourselves and tell the world. I wish to
be happy, loved, healthy and satisfied with who I am today. Although it's worked well for them, it
isn't for me. Highly recommended to anyone with image issues. A mixture of the good and the
bad We really wanted to such as this book, and nearly succeeded. Not finished however but I
hope somebody has informed you about the wonderful books by Dr Fuhrman and others. This
book was such as a Bible for excess fat people everywhere and I've gone through 2 highlighters



currently. It has been great for my self-confidence and feels like a hug from a pal.I recommend
this reserve to girls of all age range who has ever felt looked down upon cuz of only 15 pounds
more than her high end of the weight watchers range.. LESSON #1 Appetite is a SURVIVAL
mechanism. Yes, you may still find the societal norms to deal with however the references in this
book are old. so if the individuals who love them. Tho your body can't tell you WHAT to eat, it can
be pretty dependable in signaling that it is period to feed the furnace/ refuel your energy
supply.Overall "The Fat Girl's Guide to Life" is a decent reserve to introduce someone to size
acceptance..all topics covered int his book. So very very incorrect! Easy reading and pleasurable!
Some thin people eat like horses plus some slim people pick at their supper. This book may have
saved my life. I believe every woman in america should read this book & It really is about being
Fats and dealing with everything that comes with it. Five Stars Great publication! Such a great
read. Wendy is an excellent writer. I Discovered your book while waiting in the library and today
I cannot put it down!Like all of us like we are or it's your loss! Let me be the initial if they have
not. 'Eat to Live' is certainly one. I've two loved ones which have experienced gastric bypasses to
"repair" their fat issues. Take a look! You are producing me LAUGH but also CRY a whole lot.
Everything you say is true. outdated Reading this today in 2018, this book is very dated. Dieting,
societal norms, bullying, health. TASK #1 All you read and say and quote about meals and eating
in this nation is - unfortunately - absolutely accurate. She lives existence in the fat lane but that
doesn't mean she'll slow down.." to obtain a more optimistic undertake size acceptance and
living a complete life in a full body. They work in your body like morphine, a feel-good drug.
More later.. I've heard them all. THANK YOU for being so OPEN about so many PERSONAL things!
inspiring! I know a few people who are getting this book for a gift. there wasn't a page in this
publication that i did not really either understand or didn't experience in my life and everything
in this book is the truth. Best Fat Girls Reserve EVER! This has got to be the funniest and
empowering fat girls book I've ever read. I was really laughing out loud while reading this.It's
one thing to be fat and not pleased with it, but if somebody is comfortable in their own pores
and skin and body overall, good for them! Some extra fat people are compulsive eaters, some
eat moderately. I have been searching for a way to balance taking in what I love and losing
weight. It's a must (need to) examine. It's a fairly good combination of information, opinion, light
and dark tones... PS #1 EVERYBODY can consume a gallon of ice cream unless they CHOOSE to
stop themselves.. I did enjoy reading it, but I didn't really get anything else out of the book
besides a quick easy read Excellent Very nice publication made me laugh and I could relate to a
lot of things said there. Not really the best publication I've go through of its kind. I really
recomend this publication to everyone :)
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